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Senate Approves
Expanded Student
Aid

The 10 finalists for the title Mis* Longwood College were selected from 24
contestant* In preliminary competition last December. The finalists are (from left):
front row — Shannon Holley and Teresa Coding; aecond row — Kate Newman. Jill
Leffler. and Heather Ross; third row — Cullen Johnson. Angela Smith. Ann Renee
Helm. Christine Crews, and Tara Towery. The Pageant will be held Saturday. March
7. at 8 p.m. in Jarman Auditorium.

Security: How Serious
Are You?
By KIM BRANDYBERRY
Staff Reporter
How serious are students
about the security doors? Not
serious enough as Pain Lea.
REC of Stubbs. Cox. and
Wheeler, found out on February
17th at around 1:45 a.m. In her
Cox apartment.
That morning Lea heard
someone banging on her bark
door. Thinking it could be someone that had seen something
going on or an RA. she went to
the door. She preceded to ask
who it was to which the
perpetrator answered. "Mike.
Lea thought it was Mike
Herndon. Frazer's REC. and
opened the door. She was
surprised to open It to a
stranger.
Allegedly, the stranger mi
Percy Perkins. He Is a*6 ft. 8 In.,
medium complexion black male
from Buckingham County. Thai
evening he reeked heavily of al
cohol. Lea thought she recog
nlzed him but was not sure.
Perkins asked for Jake
Owens. Lea told him that he did
not live there. The man Insisted
that someone told him Jake
Owens; room 16. tea opened her
door a little over a quarter of the
way to look at the room number
to her backdoor, which was 16.
She told him again that Jake did
not live there. Lea saw him
trying to look In her apartment.
This Is where she made a
mistake.
Perkins asked Lea if she lived
there alone. Lea said "that out of

stupidity she said, yeah." At thai
point the man took a step closer
and said. What about some

pussy?
Lea slammed the door and
not remembering must have
thrown the slide lock on. She
ran In the living room and called
the campus police. An officer
arrived within minutes. Lea said
"as I was pushing the door he
pushed against It. For one
second. It had to be one of the
•-i.il. st moments In my life, the
door stopped. Someone had to
win." She went on to say that
"God and I decided I was going
to win.
Perkins left the building and
Jumped In a car and drove
around without his headlights
on Il< I hen ran a stop sign.
Officer John Thompson spotted
the cat and proceeded to follow
It. When Thompson put his
lights on. Perkins tried to elude
him but took a corner too fast
and
ended
up on
an
embankment beside the Bedford
Art Building. Perkins got out of
his car and tried to run but was

was In the lobby reading used
their key to let him In. Lea Lea
says. "She doesn't know." She
met with residents of Cox on
Monday evening. February 17th
to inform them of the incident.
She is more than willing to talk
with any floor, any building, any
organization on what happened
to her.

caught

Lea met with the Com
monwealth Attorney both that
Monday and Tuesday. At first
the Attorney was going to try for
attempted rape. He has since
decided not to push that but
Perkins Is going to be tried on all
of the driving violations which
included: DUI. driving in an unsafe manner, resisting arrest or
eluding a police officer, and
driving under a suspended or
revoked license.
Perkins already had on his
record a commission of a felony
with firearms and a lot of robbery charges. "Mr. Perkins has a
pretty notorious record. I guess."
says Lea. The trial date set for
Perkins is April 13. here in
Farmvllle.

Officer Thompson and a
Prince Edward Deputy Sheriff
brought Perkins over to Cox
where Officer Buddy Campbell
was getting a police statement
from Lea. She positively
Identified the perpetrator when
asked. He was then taken to Jail.
How did Perkins get Into Cox?
He told officers that he banged
on the door of Cox a couple
times and that a student who

Since this Incident Lea has
been more cautious about her
actions. Lea says that. "He has
taken away some of my freedom." One way to prevent this
from happening again Is to get
serious about the security doors.
Lea commented that We have to
watch out for one another.
That's what community Is all
about."

Projects Seek To Improve LC's Image
By DIN A M. DAWSON
Staff Reporter
The future; a period of tin*
capable of bringing about
changes In us all. Currently liv.
projects are In the works heie a)
Longwood, seeking to Improve
the college's Image over the
course of the next two
semesters.
The baseball field, at the
moment. Is ready for renovation
and the price to complete the
work on the field was first estl
mated to cost $259,000.00.
However the coal waa latei
negotiated down to $220,000.00
and Mr. Kick Hurley. Vice
President of Business Affairs
stated that the work on the Held
would begin "towards the

par) ol March.
Mr. Hurley also stated thai

"the renovation ol

i waa

going faster than expected."
Originally it was thought thai
l lasses would resume In
Grainger In the Spring of 1993
but the date has been pushed
up to the Fall ol 19
Hie new resident hall, com
plete with air conditioning and a
sink In each room, will open in
June and be ready for the liist
group to stay there. The first
group to use Ihe new dorm will
be individuals this summer
participating In the Elderhostel
program

In addition, the liist

schematic design, depicting the
trees, shrubs, low walls for sit
ting on, and the fountain which
will be placed outside the new
dot in has been pi epai
Blda l"t renovation ol the New
Smokei .ire due March 24th and
work on thai area will begin May
1 Ith. Bidding refers to the

process In which construction
companies turn In estimates of
how much a particular project
will coat The company selected
to do the work Is the one offering
the lowest bid. as well as the
company that Is the most
responsible and responsive
Currently bids are also out for
the renovation of the Post Office,
with plans to modernize that
area and to add more mailboxes.
Bids for that project are due
March 17th with renovation beginning, hopefully soon alter the
Male the bids are due.
lastly. longwood remains
hopeful about being able to
carry on with the offli lal
entrance way project whose
plans are stiii on hold al this
moment, due
to budget
considerations.

By CHARLES DERVARICS
Special CPS Correspondent
WASHINGTON (CPS) — The
Senate approved a major expansion of student financial aid
through the 1990s, but dropped
a popular provision that would
convert the Pell Grant program
Into an entitlement.
Senate leaders decided not to
bring up the entitlement issue
for a vote, fearing that a defeat
could ruin prospects for the entire bill. The Idea still survives In
a House student aid bill, although It also faces opposition
because of cost concerns.
Pell Grants would receive
automatic funding as an entl
tlement. thereby avoiding the
annual appropriations process
that often leaves the program
short of Its authorized funding
level.
Student groups expressed
anger with the Senate's vote Feb.
21.
We are outraged that the
Senate did not take this
opportunity
to
give
all
Americans the ability to obtain a
postsecondary education." said
Tajel Shah, president of the
United
States
Student
Association.
"This sends a message to
America's hard-pressed students
and families that a postsec
ondary education Is only accessible to those fortunate few with
the means to afford skyrocketing
tuition." Shah said.
Other student advocates expressed surprise at the news,
but acknowledged that budget
constraints made It difficult for
senators to support the
measure. "It's a tough economic

and budgetary time," said
Michelle Stent. vice president for
government relations at the
United Negro College Fund.
Should the House approve a
Pell Grant entitlement later this
year, the Issue would go to a
House Senate conference committee for final resolution.
Despite Inaction on the entl
tlement, the bill approved by Ihe
Senate would extend programs
under the Higher Education Act
for another seven years. It would
Increase the maximum audio
rized Pell Grant from $3,100 to
$3,600 by 1994. The bill pro
poses annual Increases in subsequent years to bring the
grants to $4,800 by 1999.
Nearly 3.8 million students
receive Pell Grants.
Traditionally, actual appropriations have trailed those au
thorlzatlon levels. Current fund
Ing permits a maximum Pell
Grant of $2,400.
The bill also would broaden
access to Pell Grants by making
more middle Income families
eligible for the program. Income
eligibility for a family of four
would Increase from $30,000 to
$42,000.
In addition, Ihe Senate plan
would raise the limits of many
student loan programs. Maxi
mum limits under Guaranteed
Student Loans would Increase
from $2,625 to $3,000 a year for
first- and second year students.
The limit for Juniors and seniors
would Jump from $3,000 to
$5,000 annually, and the maxi
mum for graduate students
would Increase from $7,500 to
$9,000.

Forum Reviewed
By ROSEANN PITZL
Staff Reporter
The Longwood Players presented their first production of
the semester last week with the
musical A Funny Tiling Hap
pened on the Way to ll\e Forum.
Guest director Tom Width, of
Swift Creek Mill Playhouse In
Colonial Heights directed the
Roman slapstick which attracted
one of the biggest opening night
audiences Jarman has had In
the recent Dast.
The script called for the Mu
sic. Theatre, and Art depart
ments to pool their talents as
well as individuals of the Far
mvtlle community. The cast in
eluded members of the National
Dramatics Honor Fraternity
Alpha Psl Omega and the Na
tlonal Music Honor Fraternities
Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha
Iota. Also Included In the cast of
nineteen were tengwood gradu
ate Jerry Danhart. Farmvllle
resident and theatre veteran
Ralph Haga and Iauren Holding
a Buckingham County High
School Junior. The Impressive
stage design called on the talent
ol the sel i rew. Kappa PI and
Artworks Inc.

Forum caught the audience
and kept them with a powerful
orchestra lead by Donald Trott,
which act ompaiusd the vot
the cast quite effectively. Al
though some vocals were lost to
those who sat in the bach rows,
the musical was generally well
received, and the audience as a
whole kept up with the last
pared slapstlc k rhythm whit h is
a vital part ol the humor In this
Roman cornedy.

perfect musical comedy, "he
stated and those In attendance
agreed, attributing the success
of Forum to Its gifted cast.
A Funny Thing Happened on
the Way to the Forum, based on
the book by Burl Shevelove and
Larry Gelbert. Is a spoof of the
Roman comedy with all Its
heroes, slaves and courtesans.
J.J. Wlese plays Hero, the bud
ding young man of twenty two
falls In love with Philla, pel
formed by Teresa Coding, a
lovely, virginal courtesan, tin
fortunately she has already been
sold to the captain' Miles (lie.
rlosus. played by Anthony
Tassa. With the help of his CUD
rung slave Paeudolus. performed
by Scott Lynwcjcxl Joyce, and his
panicky household servant
Hysterlum. performed by Daniel
Bills, he Is able to get the girl
using achemea which MM c. ed M
backfire In rapid succession
This helped create the frantic
atmosphere that is slapstick.

in this entertaining confusion
ihe claasM ' ii.H.x tera oi Roman
drama are revealed to us and
mimicked: the studly hero, the
not toci bright heroine, Ihe
pompous soldier
scheming
slave, domineering wife, dirty old
man and lewdly seductive
courtesan With their trained
■ ihe perfbrmera sum k ihe
audience with then roles hill
With their vole es tli<
had the power to make Ihe
audience leel anything. 'I hat

night they wanted IIS HJ laugh.
and we did
other si is that will c rose the

Tom Width dest til* d the play
in the Parmirflle Herald as a

Jarman stage- In April In. hide

c oinplex

Two Japontu Ttwolrt Prodis
dona and the Thai fmportai

man lags

ol

music .

and burlesque
n is con
sldered by many to be the

The Senate plan also would
make It easier for families to
apply i.M financial aid by pro
Vtding a single needs analysis for
all programs. The bill also would
eliminate home equity as a
consideration when determining
financial need for families with
Incomes below $50,000 a year.
Elsewhere In higher education, the bill would Increase
funding for programs to recruit
and train future teachers. In ad
dltion. it would provide more
funds for pre-college outreach
programs, particularly for dla

advantaged youth.
Similar to the fate of the Pell
Grant entitlement, the Senate
also agreed to defer action on
another controversial Issue —
replacing the current student
loan system with direct loans
administered by Individual col
leges and universities.
Under the plan, colleges
would take over the duties of
banks In processing and admin
istering loans, with the Education Department In the principal
oversight role.
Financial aid officers generally split ranks on the direct
loan issue. Some argue that It
would help schools by giving
them more control over the loan
process. Others said it could
cause- havoc In the system at a
time when most colleges are
facing budget cutbacks
The Idea Isn't dead yet. Supporters of the direct-loan concept Intend to bring their case
before the Senate when It con
slders tax-cut legislation later
this year.

AXP

Gives
Money
To
Library
The academic success of Al
pha Chi Rho (AXP) fraternity
members Is good news for the
Longwood Library.
AXP recently presented a
$200 check to the library to be
used for purchasing new books,
and last year the fraternity gave
$100. Whenever members of an
AXP chapter have an overall
grade point average higher tlian
the GPA of all men on a campus,
the fraternity's national educa
tlon foundation gives money —
beginning at $100 and Increas
Ing by $100 annually — to the
chapter, which Is donated to the
library for new books, said Dr.
Geoffrey Orth. AXP's academic
adviser.
Last year and this year.
Longwood Library officials
showed AXP members the
"Outstanding Academic Books"
list, whk h Is compiled annually
and covers all fields, and the
students selected Ihe books to
be purchased, said Rebec c a
Lalne. acting director of the
library.
"We're very appreciative of
this effort." Mrs. Lalne said.
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EDITORIAL

Letter To The Editor

The obligation of faculty and administration to Include students on all decision-making committees is unquestionable
However, when students are given the few meaningful
committee positions available to lhem. a majority fail miserably.
This is not due to a lack of insight Into the problems
being discussed. Nor Is it because of the student's failure
to offer viable suggestions and solutions. Instead, they fail
slmplv by not attending those committee meetings to
which the student has been invited to participate.
How can the student body reasonably expect adequate representation if their chosen representatives don't
bother lo speak on the student's behalf?
According to one student member of a campus committee, nonstudents on her committee can hardly believe
th.it a student has shown enough dedication to attend all
meetings.
Should faculty and administration be shocked when a
student takes an active role in campus policy and decision
making? Or should such committed students be the

norm?
Students have a right to be on all campus decisionmaking committees. But we also have a duty to fulfill our
obligations to the student body and to ourselves. We cannot be respected and valued if we don't bother to even
show up.

OPINION

Stop Vandalism

How bad Is It going to get
I-ongwood? How much more are
you going to take, how much
money are you willing to lose?
Consider these questions when
you decide lo vandalize or let
someone else vandalize this

campus.
Sure. II Is the fun thing to do
when you are drunk and want lo
score some attention. Breaking
windows,
chairs,
desks,
dressers, mirrors, beds, doors.
setting off fire extinguishers and
spraying them In the halls and
trashing study lounges are only
a few examples of vandalism
here at Longwood. I see evidence
of this everyday and especially
after the weekends when the
broken articles arc thrown Into
the hails. Of course this adds to
the beauty of the hall and gives
others a chance to add to the
destruction. Once In the hall,
give the furniture a week and
nothing will be left of It. When

the furniture movers come and
move the rubble, they have to
piece It back together as good as
possible to take into the storage
room. Have you gotten away
with anything? Notl They simply
take the room number down and
bill that room. What If the
furniture cannot be fixed In the
near future and you need a new
dresser to replace the one you
trashed? Too bad. put your
clothes on the floor and live with
your mistake. Or perhaps you
would like to contribute some
more money to rebuild or buy a
new dresser?
Hey Longwood. we are here to
learn what we want to do for the
rest of our lives. The majority of
us here have mentally passed
middle and high school and are
ready to move on to better
things: what about the rest? Are
you ready to become adults yet?
Jason Hanchey
Longwood Freshman

NEWSBRIEF
68 Students Arrested

Service Scrutiny

In Fee Fight

MINNEAPOl is. Minn. (CPS)
A parody rap long titled "How
I Killed Oeorgc Buah" is on the
charts with ■ bullet .is Eu .is the
Si I HI Sei
ncemad
A local record store clerk told
the Minnesota Dolly that .i 8e
i HI Service agent came Into the
•tore and asked him questions
about the song, which also Is the
title ol i krtpz's debut album
the Secret Service declined
commenl
en Feb. 11. the newspapei
quoted ,i University of Minnesota
student who i o (bunded tin- rap
group .is laying the SOng ".is
not meant to i><- a poinn.ii
statement
We were trying to play oil the
themes in rap music," Andrew
Knlghton said
it i son ol a
mockery of the ambiguity and
rhetoric thai shrouds rap music
it was a parody
The Isms include the lines,
To he all 1 can IK-/ 111 kill the p
r-e-z./cause the Sedition

BERKELEY, Calif. (CPS) — A
day long iilly piotestlng a proposed 22 percent fee hike culmli in a student occupation of
the University of California ii

Act/don't mean ■ thing to me."

lln- slbum's proinolloii.il
filers show the president ■ pic
ture underneath the words
Idenl Hush si.,IM.

Berkeley hhiary. Police arrested
68 students on trespassing
i hat.
Campus police In riot ,
Initially blocked students from
entering the Moffltl I Ibnuy, but
shortly before the 10 p.m. clos
lii^ .Ian. 31, 200 stu.lcnls weie
allowed to enter the building
while 300 others remained out

side in suppoi t. the i Inlverslty of
California at Davis newspaper
reported
We ie OptlmlStlC that It we
c an gel all Ihe campuses lo take
.K tion and get the students mo
blll/ed. we stand a real good
chance of netting some change.
rim Yeung, a student senator at
Herkeley, told the newspapei
That's OUI main coal light now '

students

from

the

Berkeley campus held a the day
hunger stiike to protest the fee
Increase, the newspaper reportad

Not only was their message
unclear, but their stance on
society was negative. One of
these views Is that "the World
seems always to be under the
heel of some tyrant or dictator."
If they feel this way. what are
they doing about it? What is the
point of their "secret" organization?
In contrast, the third organization. Princeps. clearly states
the motive for their formation In
the February 5. Issue of the
paper: "Princeps exists to support, develop, and encourage
leadership In the college community." They are addressing a
serious concern, as the Longwood leadership pool Is a small
one. However, that does not
mean that Interest Is lacking.
When certain organizations select new members, those who
are already Involved In other
activities usually get chosen
first. Often It is difficult for
students to break into this
system.
The Seven Pillars of Princeps
use the crown as their symbol
and have painted this on the
sidewalks of our campus. Although they say they do not
wish to "compete with Chi." they
are doing Just that. This group Is
taking away from the spirit of
Chi by copying their means of
recognition.
Their reason for existence Is
Justified, but how are they fur
thering their cause? If students
want to attain leadership on
campus, how Is Princeps sup
porting them? Instead of paint
Ing crowns on sidewalks, they
could sponsor leadership work
shops or distribute literature.
Signed: S. C. and A. H.

NEWSPAPER IN
EDUCATION WEEK

MARCH 2-6,1992

Minnesota Student

Song Earns Secret

Five

Editor, The Rotunda.
We are concerned about the
recent trend towards the Increasing number of secret societies on Longwood's campus.
Three in particular have been
brought to the attention of students and faculty by letters to
the editor of The Rotunda, they
are as follows: The Society of
fraternity, The Nineteen Hidden
Polyester Lords, and Princeps.
In the November 13. 1991. Is
sue of the newspaper, The Sod
ety of fraternity recognized six
Longwood College professors for
"their sincere and noble efforts
on behalf of the college students." On the evening of
November 4. 1991. they placed
six pumpkins on the front
porches of the houses of these
faculty members. Although their
motive was honorable, we would
like to ask how they appointed
themselves to act on behalf of
the student body.
How many students were
consulted as to their views of the
qualifications of these professors? We are not saying that
they were not deserving of this
honor. Just questioning the
means of the society's decision
making process.
The
Nineteen
Hidden
Polyester Lords made them
selves evident In the February
19. issue of The Rotunda. This
unofficial and Independent"
group do not make their purpose
clear. They describe themselves
as having "discovered some of
the secrets of the Universe"
which they will soon reveal to
the uninformed public. They
claim to remain secret at the
risk of being "stamped out by
the priests or kings who happen
to be in authority at that time.

Faces Charges
MINNEAPOLIS (CPS) — Police
say a University of Minnesota
sludent who is facing robbery
and burglary charges from an
October crime and burglary
charges from an October crime
may also be Involved In a residential robbery that netted more
than $1.2 million In Jewelry and

cash
Arthur Wendell Ness. a 24year-old sociology student, was
arrested .Jan. 2 1 lor his alleged
Involvement in an attempted
robbery of an Edlna, Minn.,
home on Oct. 30. Ihe county
prosecutoi charged Ness with
attempted aggravated robbery.
burglary and aggravated assault
for allegedly threatening and
Struggling with a woman who
lived m Ihe home.
Now. the FBI and Minneapolis
specialists who have been
working with Edlna police say
that Ness Is one ol -i\ people
they believe to he responsible for
a Nov. 22 robbery of another
Edlna home lii which a group of
I-. threatened a IS yeai old
gui at gunpoint to open the
family sale
Police say Ness Is In the Hen
nepln County jail on $100,000
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Pro-Choice

adults,

Longwood College
Box 1133
Farmville, VA
23909

By ERIN McCAY
Associate Editor
Picture a society wherein the
government has control over
certain fundamental rights that
every member of society should
enjoy. Information Is deliberately
withheld from Individuals. And
the desires of one narrow
minded group could foreseeably
become law.
No. it's not the plot for George
Orwell's 1984. And Its not some
communist country. Instead. It
Is America today.
What? Not this beacon of
freedom and democracy we call
the United Statesl You must be
describing the former Soviet
Union.
Well. I'm not. I am referring to
the United States in regard to Its
treatment of one of the most Important Issues of our time: the
freedom of a woman to choose.

1920
Founding Editor
Helen Skillman

Executive Editor
Bradley L. Owen
Features Editor
Sherry Gatewood
Sports Editor
Asst. Features Editor
Ann Renee Helm
Head Photographer

Abortion Is a volallve subject.
Most politicians (and Supreme
Court nominees) avoid giving an
opinion on this topic. But it Is
not an Issue that can be ignored.
Abortion is a dirty word. The
women who choose to have one.
regardless of the reason, are
seen by a vocal and hurtful few
as tainted. "Give the child up for
adoption." a bewildered, preg
nant. fifteen year old is told by
anti-abortion groups. "It Is a sin
to destroy one of God's gifts." is
the advice to a rape victim
No woman undergoes an
abortion for fun. The reasoning
behind having an abortion could
be anything: Ignorance ("No. I
will not let my child learn about
sex outside of the home."
trumpets many an unknowing
grandparent to-be). Incest, or
rape. Or even, after much soul
searching, a decision that bring
ing a child Into the world would
hurt both the child and the
mother.

Associate Editor
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Business Manager
Advisors
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Ms. Brenda Atkins

Reporters/Assistants: Thomas
D. Blrchett. IV. Todd Buchanan.
Michael K. Carter. Dlna Dawson.
Kathy DIMarino. Sarah Drewry.
Lynn Gianni. Travis W. Grtflln.
Debra E. Mayo. Claude Monger.
Christy Mottley. Klniberly Mraz.
Chris Mulllns. Linda M. Nygaard.
Kandl Pelt us. Rose Ann Pltzl.
Tricla Popular. R Alex Rodriguez..
Why then, when a woman Julie K. Tate. Jennifer Wyatt.
visits a federally funded clinic Is and Cassandra Yellls.

she not even offered abortion as
an option? "I don't want my
taxes used to propogate such
sinful Information," some may
say. Well, I don't really care to
have my tax dollars pay for
stealth bombers.
If a woman does choose to
have an abortion, she must
cross through lines of good
religious folk who hurl abuse
and obscenities as she tries to
enter the abortion clinic. No
woman who has undergone the
physical and emotional shock of
a legal abortion should have to
endure being called a murderer
and whore as she leaves the
clinic.
It may be against my personal
beliefs to have an abortion. I
might counsel my pregnant
daughter to have the child, ds
pending on her age and sltua
tlon. But I would also fight to
preserve the right to choose
, what I do with my body, as well
as struggle to keep such rights
bail. No charges have been filed
for other women. No man.
In the November crime. Ness
woman, religious group or
was scheduled to appear In
government has the right to
court on the other charges In
make moral and ethical
late February.
decisions for me. If there Is a
supreme deity. It created me
Turner Plans 24-Hour
with free will and I'll be damned
If I let anybody take away my
Cartoon Network
freedom to make decisions.
ATLANTA (CPS) — Yabba
dabba do. Viewers national.!,'
soon will have access to Fred
Fllntstone and other animated
character on a 24-hour basis.
Cable king Ted Turner has
announced plans to start the
Cartoon Network, featuring Yogi
Hear, the Flintstones. the Jetsons and Popeye among others,
on Oct. 1.
Turner said Turner BroadIng System Inc.'s vast stock
of animated features will keep
si.HI up costs down.
IMS Inc. bought the Hanna
Barber* library for $320 million
last year, and Turner also owns
the MOM film library which Includes Tom 81 Jerry" cartoons.
In all ins has 38.000 half-hour
blocks of cartoons.
Turner says his research
shows that the Cartoon Network
will reach a potential audience
thai Includes a large number of
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EDITORIAL POLICY
The opinions expressed in The
Rotunda are not necessarily those
>f Longwood College, its students.
-tall, administration, or trustees.
oluinns. letters, editorials, and
-•artoons represent the view of their
author.
Unsigned editorials
represent the majority opinion of
the editorial board.
All letters to the Editor must be
typed. signed, have a return address,
and phone number. The Editor and
staff reserve the right to edit any
material submitted for publication.
All contributions shall be
addressed to The Rotunds. LC Box
1133. Farmville. VA23909. Deadline
for articles Is 5p.m. Friday prior to
I he Wednesday publication date and
these should be place In the
envelopes inside the Public a 1 ion
offices door In Lankford or mailed.
Letters, personals, etc. are due on
the office door by 8p.m. Sunday. All
submissions become the property
uf The Rotunda.
Published weekly since 1920 by
Ihe students of Longwood College.
The Rotunda Is an Associated
Collegiate Press and Columbia
Scholastic I'ress Association award
winning newspaper. Questions or
fomments should be directed to our
main office at (804) 395-2120 or
faxed to (8041 39K-29..17

PERINI'S PIZZA
•Subs

»Tacos
•Pizza

•Salads

-Pasta
-

lce Cream

LIVE BAND-Fri. & Sat.
Harrison & Davis
Classic Rock and Country

ABC-ON

FEATURES
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New Local Hotspot - The Creamery

Fitzhugh Boosts Farmville
Social Scene - Again

By CHRISTY MOTTLEY
Staff Reporter
While a student at Longwood.
Jason Fitzhugh always thought
about opening a bar or night
club In the Farmville area. Believing that Farmvllle's social
scene needed a boost, as a first
step Fitzhugh helped to open
The Great American- Dell, more
commonly known as The Deli.
Step two began when owners
of the old Farmville Creamery
building, brothers Jimmy, Don,
and John Gantt approaches
Fitzhugh with an idea. The idea
being to open a lunch counter in
the upstairs portion of the
Creamery building. This would
help them In attracting other
businesses to the available office
space In the building as well as
provide an opportunity for
Fitzhugh to capitalize and turn a
once fleeting thought into a reality.
The Creamery officially

opened January 24. Just
cently the full service menu was
implemented, thus expanding
their services. They are now
serving breakfast and lunch
from 7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m..
Monday through Saturday and
dinner from 4:30 to 9 p.m.
According to Fitzhugh. The
Creamery has plans of offering
various types of entertainment
to appeal to both the local customers and Longwood and
Hampden-Sydney students.
During the week they plan to offer more for the student population, but on weekends a combl
nation to also attract the local
crowd.
For its first stab at the entertainment angle, the house band.
"Beluga Whale" played to a capacity crowd of approximately
300 people. The opening was
real exciting and we were
pleased." stated Fitzhugh. "As
long as people support The

Creamery we'll be able to offer
bigger and better events."
Fitzhugh did point out that
with such a successful opening,
he had already begun to work on
scheduling more acts.
As for upcoming events. The
Creamery has planned the following for the beginning of
March:
Wednesday. March 4 - DJ
night
Thursday. March 5 - "Beluga
Whale", house band
Friday. March 6 - special af
ternoon hours (unofficial happy
hour) 4:30-6:30 with live acoustic with Troy Eppes
Saturday. March 7
"Southwlnd". a local country
group
Fitzhugh commented that he
hopes to Introduce new genres of
music Into the Farmville scene.
One possibility being Jazz or
Blues entertainment, possibly
debuting during Sunday Brunch

Commentary

Drugs: Legalize or Not
By THOMAS D. BIRCHETT. IV
Staff Writer
George Edward Rust. Ill
hosted a call-in radio show on
WLCX 90.1 FM on Thursday.
February 28. from 10:30 p.m. to
12. The topic was drug
legalization.
Of the approximately 20 calls
received, only four were opposed
to the lcg.ih/.ition of drugs. The
real of the callers supported the
legalization of marijuana and
some even supported the legalization of all or most drugs.
In general those that opposed
legalization felt that recreational
drug use Is morally wrong and
that it Is harmful and addictive
to the Individual. Some even felt
that drug legalization would
increase crime, making drugs
indirectly harmful to the general
public. Callers also argued that
legalization would encourage
drug use by making drugs more
accessible.

Other callers did not feel this
way. They argued that drug
legalization would stimulate the
economy, help the environment
and reduce crime.
According to some callers, if
Americans could grow, produce,
and regulate drugs that are currently being grown and
produced In other countries,
then American money could
remain in the U. S.. reducing or
even eliminating the need for
many currently Imported drugs.
It would also help farmers,
create Jobs, and cut down on
money spent on the costly Drug
War.
One caller stated that "...drug
use Is a vlctimless crime." Like
prostitution, alcohol consumption, and sodomy, drug use only
directly affects the Individual
Involved, who can become aware
of the dangers through
education and readily available
well researched information.

Heart of VA
Eagerly Awaited
By CHRISTY MOOTLEY
Staff Reporter
Farmvllle's favorite weekend
is the Heart of Virginia Festival.
In Its final stages of preparation,
the seventeen member commit
tee looks forward to another
captivating and entertaining festival.
The Heart of Virginia Festival
is sponsored by Prince Edward
County, the Town of Farmville
and the Farmville Chamber of
Commerce. Each year during the
first weekend of May. over
15,000 people enjoy the arts and
crafts, live music, art shows,
fireworks, sporting events, and
food of all kinds.
The Festival was founded In
1977 to foster a sense of community awreness of the arts and
crafts of the Central Virginia region. The Festival combines
shopping and entertainment
with a children's carnival and
various cultural exhibits. You
cannot only find local arts and
crafts but also exhibitors from
throughout the Commonwealth
and even some neighboring
states.
This year's festivities will begin Friday. May 1 at Wllck s
Lake with an outdoor, "bring
your own picnic and lawn eh.in
concert by several local musl
clans. Batteaux (18th century
river boats) rides will also take
place.
Saturday, May 2 events, concerts and activities will occur all
day le,ng In downtown Farmville
and other parts of town.
Even before the Festival
opening cermonles, athletic
events will already be underway.
The Heart of Virginia 10K and
IK Races are presented by
Southslde Community Hospital

and sponsored by Gran Prix
Market & Car Washes. Central
Virginia Cabinet. The Carpet
House-The Paint Center, and
Little Caesar's. The gun will
soud at 8:30 a.m. for the 10K at
Hampden Sydney College near
the Tiger Inn and end at Jarman
Auditorium on the Longwood
campus. Runner divisions are as
follows: 14-19. 20-29. 30-39.
40-49. and 50 and over.
The IK Fun Run for Kids will
also begin at 8:30 a.m. but will
start at Southslde Community
Hospital and end at Jarman Auditorium. The fun run is restricted to kids 8-13 years of
age.
Downtown activities will
commence with the opening cer
emonles and flag raising at 10
a.m. on the steps of the Prince
Edward County Courthouse located on Main Street. The Festl
val will continue all day in the
downtown area encompassing
Main Street and High Street up
to Griffin Boulevard.
The Outdoor Art Show will
take place around Longwood's
Rotunda and Colonades and
usually features over 50 artists
on exhibit. These exhibits will be
Judged and awarded monetary
prizes.
Beginning around 4 p.m..
games, food and entertainment
move to the Longwood Golf
Course In preparation for the
grand finale. An outdoor music
concert will be held until dark
when a spectacular fireworks
show will take place to mark lli<endlng to the festival.
For additional information
concerning the Festival, call the
Festival Hotline at 395 2744 or
the Farmville Chamber of Com
merce at 392-3939.

Some callers replied by saying
that drug use Indirectly causes
crime. But those that favored
legalization argued that while
drugs (like guns. cars, movies,
music, etc.) can Indirectly cause
or encourage crime, it is the
Individual that Is responsible for
the crime — not the drug use.
Most of the callers In favor of
drug legalization mentioned the
benefits
of
legalized
hemp/marijuana. According to
Jack Herer. author of The Emperor
Wears No Clothes.
hemp/marijuana can be used to
make food, clothing, paper,
lighting oil. fuel, paint and varnish among other things. As a
matter of fact It was used in the
U. S. to make many of these until it was banned in 1937.
Jack Herer has researched
the plant and collected
Information about It. Including a
1942 film created by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture which
encouraged farmers to grow
hemp/marijuana for "wartime
use." There uses Included making clothes and parachutes.
It was pointed out by one
caller that hemp/marijuana
could save our environment. For
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Chinese Acrobats And
Magicians Will Perform
InJarman
which is served from 10:30 a.m.
The Chinese Golden Dragon
to 3:00 p.m. He also mentioned Acrobats and Magicians of
the possibility of having some Taplel will present their unique
dinner theater, comedy acts and 'brand of family entertainment
even the Dell Players.
on Tuesday. March 10. at 8 p.m.
When asked about The In Jannan Auditorium at Long
Creamery's Impact on DTs wood.
Fitzhugh stated that The
The show Is sponsored by
I-ongwoods Series of Performing
Creamery's main goal Is to pro
vide quality entertainment, not Arts and the Opening Doors to
necessarily to take their place. the World program. General ad
However, with more competition, mission tickets are $6; discount
they are likely to reassess their tickets for senior citizens, youth
standards.
under 18. and Ixmgwood em
ployecs are $4: Longwood stu
"Even with the recession hit- dents free with ID.
Tickets may be obtained In
ting Farmville a little later than
other areas." stated Fitzhugh, advance at the Ixmgwood Infor
"Creamery sales have been right mat ion Center in the Lankford
on target as to what was ex- Building. Any remaining tickets
will be available at the box office
pected."
With the goal of providing In Jannan on Tuesday evening.
The show features the Chang
Farmville with "quality entertainment, once the word gets family, one of the leading touring
around. Fitzhugh hopes The groups In China and Taiwan. In
Creamery will be considered the a beautifully choreographed
program of balancing. Juggling.
place to be.
comedy, magic, and dance. The
colorful show Is enhanced by
elaborate costumes made of silk
and hand embroidered.
The performers continue a
proud tradition that began with
the Han Dynasty more than
| 2.000 years ago In China. Ac TO
cess was Invented DuPont had
example. In the U. S. Depart
ment of Agriculture Bulletin No. patented a process to make
404. it was reported that one plastics from oil and coal and a
acre of hemp/marijuana would sulfur/sulfite process to make
produce as much pulp for paper wood pulp paper.
William Randolph Hearst
In 20 years as 4.1 acres of trees
In that same time period and (famous for beginning "yellow
would use less than one-fourth Journalism" tactics which helped
of the polluting chemicals that Ignite and fan the Spanish
were needed for tree pulp. In American War) used these
addition. It was reported that tactics to give hemp/marijuana
natural hydrogen peroxide could a bad name. Though alcoholreplace the toxic chlorine bleach related crime was much more
frequent and deadly than any
needed.
Not only can marijuana be other drug related crime, his
used to make paper, it can also newspaper carried marijuana
be used to make methanol, a crimes on the front page as op
fuel what Is safer for the posed to the alcohol-related
environment. This fuel can be crimes on the back pages. It also
made In the U.S. which would carried racial stories linking
create more Jobs and decrease marijuana with "lazy Hispanics"
and even end dependence on and "Negroes and their ant!
foreign oil. If this practice had while music (|azz)."
already been in use. the Gulf
Hemp/marijuana was and Is
War could have been prevented.
Important because It Is the
Herer
feels
that strongest, most durable, longesthemp/marijuana would still be lasting natural soft fiber that
used for all of these reasons to- exists, and It has many other
day had it not been for the greed uses which would make It
of Hearst Paper Company. America's largest cash crop.
DuPont. and DuPonts chief fiEven the original draft of our
nancial backer. Andrew Mellon. own United States Constitution
Just after the Invention of a was written on hemp/marijuana
practical hemp pulp-paper propaper!

bats, dan< es, and magicians en
tertalneil the Imperial courts
and soon became the stai

attraction for ceremonial
carnivals and theatre foi the
masses

Danny Chang, who has pei
formed In more than 45 i oun
tries, is the show ■ producei and
director He has received two
"Distinguished Skill In Pciloi
m.11ice awards from the Chinese
Ministry <>i Edu< atlon and the
International Faith and Goodwill
Medal from Taiwan's Cooi
dlnation Count il for Noi th
Amei lean Allan s.
In the U. S.. his louring group
won the Outstanding Perfor
mance Award from the National
Association for Campus Actlvl
ties (N AC A) In 1988. 1989, and
1990.
In addition to their performing activities worldwide, the
Chang family directs the
National institute for Acrobatic
Training In Taipei. Some 200
youngsters, age eight to 17. are
chosen each year by national
auditions to attend the institute.
They study academic subjects
half of each school day and train
with their acrobatic coaches the
other half.
According to the Campus
Voice News (Vol. 4. Issue 6),
which is posted In various
places around campus Including
the wall across from the posl
office, there are a growing
number of supporters of drug
legalization. These Include
astronomer Carl Sagan. ultra
conservative William F. Buckley,
author artist William S.
Burroughs, and musician aiilsi
Jello Biaiia. who is interviewed.
Blafra cites as evidence thai
chug legalization and de crlml
nall/.ation have been successful
In Europe as a way of fighting
addiction. He feels that addle
tlon can be fought best by pro
vldlng dings to addicts by prescription through educational
government programs. Blafra
also criticizes the Drug W.n as
drugs were |usl a mile cheaper,
now would they?"
Even Abraham Lincoln said In
1840. "Prohibition will work
greal Injury...for n goes beyond
the bounds of reason In that at
tempts to control man's appetite
by legislation and makes a Clime
out of things thai arc nol
crimes

NEWS
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Lancer Productions
Attends NACA
Conference

ROTC Students Jump &
Travel During Exercise
By JULIE K. TATE
Staff Reporter
A rappelllng and land
navigation exercise took place on
Saturday, February 22 In
Nottoway County.
Approximately 49 people
participated In the all day event.
The participants Included MS
1,2.3, and 4s. MS Is and 2s are
students who take beginning
leadership courses and are
Interested In the ROTC program.
MS 3s and 4s are Juniors and
seniors already Involved In the
KOTC program and who have
signed contracts to become
active In the army or the

reserves.
The MS 4s who attended the
exercise Include: John Rafferty,
William Johnson, Mark Veno.
Josh Diamond. Sean Morris,
and Dwayne Bowyer (H-SC).
The group met behind Miner
at 7 a.m. and were Issued a Meal
Ready
to
Eat
(MRE).
Transportation was originally
scheduled from Fort Lee. but

plans
fell
through.
Transportation was
then
provided by Longwood College
and several Individuals who
volunleered their own cars.
Everyone met at Fort Picket t
located In Mlackstone, Virginia.
The officer In command. Captain
Wltteklnd.
then
gave
Instructions. The MS 3s and 4s
demonstrated to the MS Is and
2s how to tie a swl.ss seat.
At the same time, the rappell
masters. Sergeant Ramsey and
James Herzpg. set up safety
ropes. Once the ropes were In
place, two lines were formed and
each person's Swiss seat was
Inspected to ensure safety. Each
person then
took turns
rappelllng off of a 60 ft. tower.

to qualify those who wish to
rappel out of a real helicopter
later In the semester. A person
must have rapelled from the
practice helicopter skid at least
30 days prior to rapelllng from
the actual helicopter. The
difference between rapelllng off
of a tower and rapelllng from a
helicopter Is that there Is no wall
and more freedom of movement.
The exercise then came to a
close as the ropes were
disassembled
by
the
commanding officer and the MS
3s and 4s. The MS Is and 2s
preformed a "police call" which
consisted of sweeping the area to
make sure the site was left as It
was when they arrived. During
this part of the exercise everyone
learned how to rapell and belay
successfully.

After each person went twice,
those Interested In rappelllng off
of a helicopter skid got the
opportunity. This simulation
was used as a practice exercise

The land navigation exercise
was the last part of the training.
Everyone traveled to a different

site for this exercise.
The MS Is and 2s were
placed Into groups and were
given a leader. A few of the MS
4s served as leaders while the
remaining went out on a course
designed especially for them.
Using a terrain map and a
compass, each team member
was to find points In the woods
denoted with flags or markings
and to find their way back to the
starting point. After each person
returned the exercise was
completed.
Each person learned several
valuable skills In this exercise as
well. They developed such skills
as map reading, how to tie
various knots, and how to use a
compass.
The purpose of this full day of
training was to qualify those
who would like to rappel from
the helicopter In a few weeks
and to give each MS 3 hands on
experience in land navigation.

Stringent Requirements
Set For New Hall
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By JENNIE FENNELL
Staff Reporter
Rumors are flying about what
the standards are to live In the
new residence hall, dubbed
"Academic Residential Community." Who? Why? Is there a par
tlcular GPA requirement? What
about modern facilities? Which
gender, or Is It both? An interview with Lynette Jennings from
the Housing Department helped
reveal some answers to these
mysteries.
The new dormitory can house
160 academically successful
students. In order to be considered, each student must have a
minimum 2.75 GPA. Those with
3.5 and above will be considered
first. Only rising sophomores.
Juniors, and seniors are eligible
Each of the four floors will be

coed. Applications are currently
available In Housing.
What are some of the advantages of living in this new building? Because it Is the first residence hall constructed In twenty
years, Innovative, modern features have been Included.
Each room is fairly large,
(about 14' w x 191 x 9' h) and
only double rooms are available.
All of the rooms are air conditioned, and elevators have been
Installed. In a a style similar to
hotels, sinks are Inside the
rooms, so there Is only a toilet
and a bathtub In each connecting bathroom (which four people
will share).
Every hall has a kitchen, and
glass sitting lounges have been

built on both ends of the halls as
well. Another aspect Is that the
building will feature the security
system.
A wing Is reserved for people
Involved in the Honors Program,
and there is also a floor for
graduate students In the fifth
year Education Program.
Before applying, each person
must decide whether or not he
or she is willing to sacrifice such
present-day conveniences as
community bathrooms, humid
rooms due to the lack of air conditioners, and possibly decrepit
walls and window sills. For
those who may be ready for a
change of scenery, applications
are due In the Housing Office by
Friday. March 13.

Order of Omega Sponsors
'New Member Academy'
By JULIE K. TATE
Staff Reporter
The second annual Greek
New Member Academy was held
this year on February 23 In the
newly renamed Appomattox.
Buckingham, and Cumberland
rooms
Hie academy was sponsored
by the Order of Omega greek
li-.ulrrship honor society. Each
new member or "pledge" of the
fraternities and sororities were
Invited to attend. The purpose of
the all day event was to Inform
the new memhers of their role In
the greek community. They also
interacted with other new mem
bers in hopes of developing
positive relationships outside of
their own organization.
The day began at noon with a

Jim Jordon. Joyce Trent, and
Dr. Wayne Tlnnell. The discus
slon centered around the perceptions of greeks by the faculty
and staff. Many views were expressed by the audience and the
faculty, staff, and students
learned a great deal.
Refreshments were then
served and followed by a video
on "Dernythologl/lng the Animal
House Myth." This video gave
everyone a chance to see that
the movies don't always depict
fraternity and sorority life
correctly and that It Isn't Just
one big party. The narrator told
the new members of the many
good things greek organizations
do They give thousands of dol
lars and volunteer countless
hours to various charities and
welcome (rom Marianne Moffett, community service organizavice president of the order, and tions.
Julie Tata, president. Bach
Immediately following the
person was then placed Into one video each president gave a brief
often groups. The game "Upset description of their respective
tin- iiiiit Basket was played
organizations. Ms, Tata spoke on
This served as an liebreakei and
vdei oi Omega and Jennifer
helped everyone to get to know Moore, also an Order of Omega
one anotha
member,
spoke
on
the
Sue Saunders, Dean ol Mil
Panhellenlc council. Mike
dents, then gave ■ very Inlm m.i
MacParlanS talked about the
tlve ■poach on Your Challenge Interfraternlty Council and
as New Members." She taught
Reglna I.impkln dosed by giving
tach person that being In a Information on the Black Greek
situation that Is unlamlllai to Conn, il
us. such as pledging, may bfl
Steve Dealph presented a very
considered to some as a Crisis
Informative explanation of what
To the Chinese the word crisis greek values should be and what
has a whole new meaning ITM they meant to him as an
symbol for crisis In this undergraduate. He shared per
language Is a combination ol two sonal examples of what greek life
other symbols, challenge and was like for him. Steve is a
opportunity, and that a crisis In member of Order of Omega and
the context of pledging should advisor Of the Theta Chi Chapter
be viewed according to tills here at I OngWOOd He Is also the
meaning.
Greek Affairs Coordinator and a
Following her speech Ms.
member ol lambda Chi Alpha
Saunders also took part In a
Fraternity.
panel discussion along with Dr.
To round off the day each of

the ten groups formed their own
fraternity. The groups made up
their own letters, colors, purpose, motto, values, coat of
arms, and symbol. Each group
then presented their fraternity to
the entire audience by holding
up drawings of their coat of
arms. Explanations were given
for why they chose what they
did.
Each new member who
participated In the academy received a certificate and became
more aware of what greek life at
Ixnigwood Is like.

4th Annual
Body Building
Contest Here
The 4th annual Ikxly Building
Contest at Longwood will be on
Monday. March 9, at 8 p.m. In
■ I.inn.in Auditorium.
Student body builders will
compete for the "Mr. Longwood"
and "Ms. Longwood* titles.
Guest posers for the event are
James Walker, current holder of
the AM! "Mr Virginia title, and
Mark ZttO, I winner In the
Culpeper Open.
The Body Building Contest Is
sponsored by the Physical Education Majors Club and Ix>ngwood'a Intramurals and Campus
Recreation program Stephen
Hemschoot and Kim Chapman
are co-chalrs of the event, with
assistance from faculty a.l
Dr. Nelson Neal and Csi

Callaway
General admission Is $3;
Longwcxxi students, bculty, and
staff. $2.

■ * it. •«

By EDDIE MONGER
Staff Reporter
Lancer Productions representatives attended a conference
in Dallas. Texas held February
18-23. 1992. The conference
was sponsored by the National
Association
of
Campus
Activities. The conference also
had participants from Canada
and Puerto Rico.
Those attending from Lancer
Productions Included Joan Ma
son (Director of Student Activities). John Russell (President),
Donnls McMullan (Vice Presl
dent). Laura Llewellyn (Backdoor
Chairperson).
Rlley Ross
(Malnstage Chairperson), and
Laurie Myers (Chairperson of the
Lecture Committee).
The purpose of the conference
was to help groups program for
next semester and to exchange
Ideas with other colleges.
Representatives attended educational sessions at the conference. Agents and advisors provided Information about Interesting and exciting things to do
on campus. They also spoke on
how to promote Ideas and lower
publicity costs.
Additionally, they viewed
bands, comedians, lectures, magicians and movies.
What kinds of new and Interesting Ideas were exchanged at
the conference?
John Russell was Impressed
with Fish Football. Russell said
that Fish Football Involves getting a dead fish and wrapping
masking tape around the middle
of It. Teams are comprised of
eight players and the game Is
played like regular football.
Donnls McMullan said. "You
have to make sure you tape the

fish up good so the guts don't fly
out." Fish Football may become
a part of Spring Weekend.
Laura Llewellyn got a chance
to do some Velcro Jumping. She
put on a big suit with velcro on
the back. Next, she Jumped on a
trampoline and stuck onto a
board —Just like on Letterman.
The group from Longwood did
find time to visit some of the local tourist attractions. They visited John F. Kennedy's assassination site. Reunion Tower, and
the Hard Rock Cafe.

— FREE —
PREGNANCY TEST
116 N. Main St.
Mon. 9am-lpm
T&Th 2pm-6pm
All services confidential.
Same day results.

SOUTHSIDE PREGNANCY
CENTER
24-HOUR HOTLINE
392-8483

S^iL'L I
Just in time for Spring Break 92, arrive
with style in the latest fashions from
the Longwood Bookstore. Choose
from T-shirts, shorts, or sweatshirts for
those cool Spring Break nights.
A GREAT SELECTION OF CLOTHING REDUCED
TAKE AN EXTRA

20% OFF
OUR ALREADY LOW
SALE PRICE
CLOTHING!
Example of Savings:
Sweatshirt Reg. 29.95 SALE 21.95
-Extra 20%
-A£L
YOUR COST $17.56

Watch for new Spring/Summer
fashions arriving now!
SALE GOOD THROUGH FRIDAY, MARCH 13,1992
LONGWOOD COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
OPEN 8-5 Mon.-Fri.
395-2084
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Spencer Green

Wild Kingdom

By Anthony Rubirto, Jr.

Wolfbane
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What NOT to tall your professor
when you blow

What to tall your professor
when you blow off clots
1. "A distant'eiot've Oied jnd *na'r -Jto the funeral —OOOD (But, ba sura you
make up th« ralatlva. bacauta it you us* a
raal parson and that parson dias than you II
'••i raally bod)

1
died —BAD (Not only will this cr«ot*
immadiat* suspicion, but it is vary difficult
to piova)

2. I was very very i

2
.vas very very ill becouse i washea
down a Dottie of tequila with a bottle of
-oc*o and spent most of the night proiecHe
vomiting —BAD (Too much detori )

J. "While oft campus visiting my sick
grandmother ' got a hat Hre
OOOD

3 vour lectures are so being tnev mane me
worn to run from your classroom screaming
3na slit my wrists -BAD (Honast but bod )

PERSONALS
Good luck to the Lacrosse
team on their game this Thursday. Trtsha, we hope you have a
good game. nlx>ve. the Sisters of

Axa

Dr. Iliad - You've got Sean
Conneiy l--.ii by a long shot this
year. Youi fan club.
Claudia - Since you always
'write others personals, we
though I you might want one.
CSV It e rubes and bananas
aside. fYes. I know you stole our
Idea!), the sun will come out tomorrow. Smiles
Kristin - One day soon we'll
party together, or do lunch or
■omethlngl Hope the sun is
shining on your side of town Cli

Claudia V - Have a great day.
You're the best. ZTA love.
Chrissy
Susan H. . Heather R.. and
Jen M. - Congrats on becoming
orientation leaders! We are so
proud of you. Your ZTA Sisters
Jen D. - Congrats to the new
R.A.! You will be great. Your ZTA
Sisters

ATTENTION ALL
LONGWOOD STUDENTS
The Department of English.
Philosophy and Modern Languages will offer language
placement exams on the follow
lng dates: (Please note that enrolling In 201 or 202 language
courses requires the appropriate
Placement Exam score or
having
completed
the
PREREQUISITE.
The
prerequisite for 201 Is 102 and

the prerequisite for 202 Is 201.)
Placement exam:
Tues.. March 24 - FRENCH
PLACEMENT EXAM - Lancaster
113
Wed.. March 25 - GERMAN
PLACEMENT EXAM - Lancaster
113
Thurs.. March 26 - SPANISH
PLACEMENT EXAM - Lancaster
113
The department also Strongly
recommends that you do not put

AAn Alphas - I am so proud of
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED In
each one of you. You are doing a joining a group for students
great Job with your Alpha period. struggling with this behavior
Keep smiling and have fun. n pattern or would like further in
Love, Dana
formation please call Cyndy at
Heather Ross - Happy 22nd (395 2409) In the Counseling
birthday. Good luck with Miss Center.
Longwood. You will be a knock
out. Keep smiling. nLove. the
Sisters of AnA

Congratulations to the Longwood Baseball team on their
wins down south. Keep up the
great Job. Love, the sisters of A^n
Hey Alphas - You are doing
an awesome Job. Keep up all the
hard work. We love and support
each one of you. nLove. the Sisters of An An

NOTICES
ATrENTlON FOOD BINGERS:
If you have been in a cycle of
gorging on food and then
purging either by vomiting,
laxatives, diuretics, continual
dieting and fasting, or exercise,
you often feel unable to break
this cycle.

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES *•
A Public Service ot the USOA Forest Service and
'?—' your State Forester

All Cotton Pocket T-Shirts $3.88 (Compare at $14.00)
Women's Bathing Suits 20% OFF
Men's Bermuda Shorts special $12.99 PR.

Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) You
should focus on tanning hides
without using the toxic chemicals commercial tanneries use.
Taurus: (Apr. 20-May 20)
Friends will compliment your
vegetable tanning skills as you
sleep tannic acid (rum oak and
hemlock hark.
Gemini: (May 21-June 21) To
relieve tension at work.huu lu-r
and skin a full-grown moose.
Cancer: (June 22-July 22) Relationships arc highlighted. Create a fox pelt for your mate.
Leo: (July 25-Aug. 22) You may
find it's time to clean or even
replace—your fleshing beam.
Virgo: (Aug. 25 Sept. 22) The
odor and greasy, bloody residue

hers.

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL
FREE BEACH TOWEL
With any purcnas* of $50 or more on Spring i summer marthandsa

318 S. Main St., Across From Longwood High Rises Monday-Saturday 10-6 392-8418

APRIL 3, 4, & 5!

Special Guest Astrologer:
"Grizzly" Al Grodin
ProHesional Hide Tanner

of your home* tanning work will
came friction with family mem

Stripes and plaids by Camden Passage

SPRING WEEKEND

off completing yuur language requirement. Your placement
score will be calculated for you
before you pre register for Fall
semester 1992 classes.
If you have any questions
i>ii.isc contact the Department
of English. Philosophy and
Modern languages at 395 2155
M Dr. Moore at 395 2180.

Vour/^e^? /Horoscope

WASTED
YOUTH.

All Cotton T-Shirts $2.88 (Compare at $12.00)

TGIF Outlets
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Libra: (Sept. 2i Oct. l\) Your
carelessness may cause you to
accidentally tear the skin of a
hide by pulling too hard while
skinning. Use your pot Icel knife
GO scrape away the membrane
that still adheres in the skin

Scorpio: (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) Your
resourcefulness will allow you to
make beautiful, decorative skins
out of small rodents such as
squirrels, voles, or even mice.
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
The blisters, cuts and sore
muscles resulting from hide
tanning work will net you the
sympathy of others.
Capricorn: (Dec 22 Jan. 19)
Stress experimentation. Try
making an Indian buckskin.
Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Fcb. 18) Before Stretching and drying your
next hide, tell someone close to
you to help you hand-wring it.
Pisces: (Feb. 19 Mar. 10) h
names are a big concern now.
Avoid ruined hides by oversoaking in brain-tanning fluid.
"( biXXJy" Al (irudin is a Wisconsm-fTasedrhuli' tanner. KubyWyner
Jo will return next week. Call I

900-MlHY JO uihear your pel
sunal horoscope, followed by an ultrasonic, hypnotic ume thai will
render you a drooling vegetable
12 by I tnton FMCUMI Syndfc

Campus Calendar

Information on events should
he sulmutu d to the Student
Union Office in l.ankford h ,
the Friday preceding the

appropriate issue of the
paper.

Wednesday
March 4

Thursday
March 5

Friday
March 6

Saturday
March 7

Sunday
March 8

Monday
March 9

Tuesday
March 10

Softball: Louisburg, 2:30pm
Armory Field.
Rotunda Staff Meeting: Wc
need you - come join us!
6 pm Lancaster B27
Lecture: Nikki
Giovanni...on Civility. 7pm
Lancer Hall

IntramuraLs: Weekend BBMAV. EB due
Graduate School
Preparation: lpmCPPC.

Baseball: SUNYBinghampton, 3pm. PECHS
Field
Gymnastics: Radford, 7pm.
Lancer Hall

IntramuraLs: Weekend
Basketball.
Baseball: ChristopherNewport, 2pm. Golubic
Stadium in Crewc
.Monster Piano Concert:
2:30pm Wygal

Baseball: SUNY
Binghampton(2), Noon
PECHS Field
Mens's Tennis: IUP. 1pm.
Lancer Courts
Junior Recital: Susan Curry
& Tammy Leaf, 4pm. Wygal

4th Annual Body Building

Workshop: Cover I
Wniing. 1 pmCPPC
LI* Series of Performing
Arts: Chinese Golden
Dragon Acrobats &
Magicians, Kpm. Jarman

Lancer Productions:
General Meeting. 1:15 pm
Conf. II
Lacrosse: Mary
Washington, 4pm, 1st Avc.
Field.
SGA: Open Meeting. 6 pm
Conf. I

LP Movie: Little Man Tate.
9:00 pm Gold Room

Miss Longwood Pageant:
8pm human
Comedy: The Phillips
Brothers. 9pm Lancer Cafe

Contest 8pm. Jarman
LP Movie: Little Man late.
9:00 pm Gold Room
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All American Cini
Ready For Lacrosse

Baseball Starts 6-2
: una and batting ting average, lo runs. 13 RBI,
freshman lefthander Mark SI
three homers, two doubles and a mon Saturday In a 12-4 victory
.'i-17 .is a team, Longwood gol ita
• baseball season oil lo a triple. It was lyson. playing rJes
over Benedict. Simon tied a
taful staii lasi week, win
Ignated hitter and second base, Lancer record for strikeouts in a
fillip six of eight game* on a road
who emerged as the early season game which Is shared by four
trip to South Carolina.
' it ting average leader.
other pitchers.
Ranked IOth In this week ■
Following are game by game
Starting all eight games.
( olleglate Baseball" Division ll Tyson got off to a torrid start
summaries of last week's action.
poll, the I.mi ITS open their with 14 hits In 24 at bats for a
Longwood 6.0: Allen 3,9
"home slate ol names this week
NAIA member Allen got Its
.583 average. The freshman
Friday .ii 3 p.m., l/>nj;woocl will added three doubles, four runs
first victory over longwood after
11 straight defeats in Sunday's
play SUNY Blnghampton In a and five RBI. Toms, another
nightcap. The lancers got eight
single game al Prince Edward freshman starter In left field and
hits (two each from Toms,
County High Si hool, Saturday al the I-aneer lead off batter, also
Porter, lyson and Tucker), but
2 p in the Lancers hoal Chriato
Started strong with a .333 avei
were unable to cash In numerphei Newport al Golubuic Sla
age, a double, a homer, six runs
ous scoring changes. Allen coldlum In Crewe and Sunday. LC and five RBI.
lected 11 hits off Lancer starter
returns to the Prince Edward
Toms' emergence helped to
and loser Kyle Weaver.
field i" play Binghampton in a make up for the absence of Ju
In the first game Wyatt Fliptwinhill starting al noon
nlm John Hut/ler. who had been
Laal week Longwood spin a penciled In for the lead off spot
pen tossed a four hitter and
pair with l i.mi la Marion Thura
Struck OUl five to help longwood
and center field. Hut/ler Is out
day, Winning 1 1 10 and I
get the win. Solo homers by
indefinitely, after suffering an
wepl Morris (111 and 11
Bowman and Jones and a pair
off the field head injury before
3) Friday and Benedict (10 i *• the season began
of hits and RBI from Tucker
12-4) Saturday; and spill a pan
paced the Lancer attack. Chris
Junior Shawn Jones has been
with an Improved Allen squad moved to the center field post.
Mullins picked up a save with
Sunday The I .aliens heal Allen Jones had two homers, drove In
an Inning of scoreless relief.
in the opener 6 3, bul losl the five runs and stole six bases in
LONGWOOD 10. 12: BENEDICT
nightcap '• 0, the firs! time LC six attempts last week.
4. 4
Former teammates at West
i en shul oul since Febi u
In all. nine Lancers are hitary. 1
Springfield High School, sophoting .300 or higher. Chris Porter.
While disappointed wiih Sun
more Bill Martz and freshman
.364. Scott Abell. .321. Todd
loss. Lancer coach Buddy Bowman. .391. Brian Bassett.
Mark Simon went the distance
Bolding said he was pleased .333. Bill Reeves. .333. and Ray
on the mound as Longwood
fvlth ins team's start
swept Benedict. Martz struck
Roddy..333.
"We found out a lot aboul
Junior Terry Taylor Is second
out seven In the opener, allowing
auraelvea on this trip." said behind Tucker In RBI with nine
five hits. Simon fanned 12 In the
3oldlng. I'm extremely pleased and Abell Is next with eight.
second game, tying a Lancer
vith the play of our freshmen. Abell also collected four doubles
record for strikeouts in a game.
lell Toms and Chris TyBOn did a and tied Tucker for the team
Jones and Toms hit two-run
Marvelous Job and our young lead In runs with 10.
homers for Longwood In the
iltchera came through as well.
Among the more notable
opener and Tucker. Tyson and
like Tucker also had an excel
pitching achievements of the
Bowman had two hits each In
•nt fiisi week both with his bat week were a five Inning no-hltter
the nightcap. Tucker had a dound defensively."
by sophomore Wayne Weaver In
ble, a triple and three RBI.
I While Tucker had an excellent an 111 win over Morris Friday,
Longwood 11, 14; Morris 1,3
penlng week with a .429 batand a 12 strikeout showing bv
Wayne Weaver's no -hitter In

Women's Tennis Team
Ready For Spring
By MISSY KENNEDY
And
I COACH ANGIE COPPEDGE
I After having the best fall sea
on In 16 years with a record ol
' 1. the Longwood women's
Mini I team Is looking forward lo
i lMe.it spring.
Hie team opens play March
l2 al Randolph Macon College
n Ashland. With many playns
eturnlng from (he fall aa well as
ioine promising new additions,
poach Angle Coppedge Is pleased

Uth the 1992 Lady nettara.
l-eadlng the team will lie two
nine MVP Jenny Holm who will
*■ learn captain and play nuiu
pet one seed. Two years of expe
rtence has paid oil im Holm She
Is hilling the ball well and her

confidence

is

very

high

Coppedge says she Is a true
[eadei Holm finished the fall

n with a singles record ol
7 1 and Is 26 19 iii hei career at

Longwood

Sophomore Melank Saunders
Inished the Gall with a ■ <•< ord ol
• 0 Saundei ■ is an all around
ithlete and her tennis skills

lave dramatically Improved In
wo seasons with the squad A

probable starter at the number
two position. Melanle Improves
with every match.
Senior Kimber Bear will certainly add strength to middle of
the ladder. She seems well In
control of her game now and has
proven to be a very tough player.
Bear has an excellent serve and
strong groundstrokes. She fin
ished the fall with a record of 71.
Senior Heather Leach Is the
real veteran of the team, having
played all of her four years at
Ixmgwood with the exception of
the one semester when she was
out with an Injury. A strong
player overall. Heather was 4-0
in singles and 5 0 with
Saunders at No. 2 doubles in the
fall.
Sophomore Jennifer Rlsko
possesses one of the finest
recorda ever at Longwood. 17-4
In singles over two years. She
completed the fall at 6-1. Rlsko's
consistency Is endless as she
wears down her opponent In the
role of the human backboard."
Sophomore Amy Thomas Is a
very tough player with a keen

competitive spirit to add to her
strong baseline game. She also
gives the team more depth.
Thomas had a fall record of 3-0.
The Lady Lancers can also
count on returning freshman
Beth Williams. Michelle Conner,
and Darcy Rodrlquez. These
players are gaining experience
and will be a valuable asset to
the team In the future.
The Lady netters also have
some promising newcomers. Junior Shawn Evans Is a very
strong doubles player. Transfer
sophomore Donna Hawland
shows great promise and will
undoubtedly help the squad.
Freshman Jennifer Halnes Is
hitting the ball well and shows
good consistency on her
groundstrokes.
Coach Coppedge Is pleased
with the spring team. "I think we
have a bright outlook with so
many returning players and the
addition of some promising
newcomers. We had a great fall
season and I am confident that
we can keep It going. Best of all.
my players are a great bunch to
work with."

Grapplers Sweep
Tri-Match
By GREG PROUTY
I ongwood s wrestling squad
raveled lo North Carolina Sal
irday sweeping vk toi lea ovei
lavtdson and Campbell en route
D setting a new school mark Ibi
m

ii h Steve Nelson's Lan
el.ale,I host Davidson
efore edging Campbell 2'
pngWOOd Mulshes the season

ith a dual match record ol 10
', topping the previous mat I
I (86 87), and 9 B
i Leading the way Ibi Longwood
llth double wins weie Seniors
hiti\ and Tad Proc
Jong with freshmen Bryan
artley and David Pranklln.
Mc Shei iy gained two pins on
ifternoon wreatllnj
i a de» lalon and forfeit at
Hartley tWO decisions al
77; and Pranklln ■ pin and
lileii st 100. Mc Slimy and

i roctoi both will be participating
II. the NCAA Division II National
championships at Northern

"We're excited about taking three
young men lo the nationals."

lorado University In Oreeley,

Others wrestling Saturday in
eluded freshman Keith Whitehead. 11 at 126; senior Kevin
llalln, 11 at 134; along with
freshman Joe Sllvus 1 1 with a
pin at 158; and Anthony Dick
ens, 0-2 at heavyweight.
Proctor has a career record of
81-33 1. second on the all time
hsl at LC. He'll have an outside
shot at Tim Fitzgerald's (86).
record 84-38-1 mark. McSherry
Is 50-33-2 for his career, and
llaller closes out his LC career,
and llaller closes out his l£ career with a record of 54-45-3.

Colorado

this

Friday

and

Saturday. Pro* loi is currently
Linked eighth In Division II al
187 with ■ record ol 18 8, the
highest ranking ever tor a
Lancer al this potnl In Ihe sean M.shenvs record stands al
i i

Joining Mt Sherry and Proctor
In IIK- rot iocs will lie freshman
Ryan Stefsnko. Stefsnko,
wrestling al 134. split hie
match)
iturday and will
carry ■ ret ord of 17-10 to Col
orado. Freshman Nate Brown la
a second alternate for the DM
n II finals Brown also spin al

Davidson and sports a ret i rd ol
II 14.

i was pleased with oureflbrta
. ommented Nelson

By GREG PROUTY
I-ongwood's lacrosse team Is
excitedly optimistic about Its
upcoming 1992 season.
A big reason for the optimism
is centered around senior twotime United States Women's
Lacrosse Coaches Association
Division II All American Lara
Clnl. A Three-time team Most
Valuable Player as well. Clnl has
68 career goals to rank third on
the all-time list at LC. A tricaptaln this spring. Clnl will
lead the offense from her third
home position.
"Lara Is an Important key for
us," commented coach Sandy
Bridgeman. "Her presence on
the field will cause opponents to
double-team her a lot, creating
fouls which will result In add!
tional scoring opportunities for
us."
Cini led last year's team with
24 goals and three assists while
missing one contest. She's look
lng forward to her senior cam
paign as well.
"We have a full squad this
year and an Improved defense.
commented Clnl. "I'm looking
forward to us doing well."
Cini was a sixth-team selection at last spring's U.S. National team liyouts, which Is the
base for the World Cup squad.
Competing In Maryland at the
National Tournament. Cinl's
team finished with a 4-1 record.
She says she's looking forward
to this years tryouts.
I'm working real hard to Improve and hope to do better at
the tryouts and tournament this
year, said Cini.
A good year by Clnl should

the first game and a solid
showing by freshman Bart van
Zoest In the second game were
pitching highlights of Friday's
twin killing. Weaver allowed one
unearned run and walked two.
He's the sixth Lancer pitcher to
throw a no hitter. Van Zoest
whiffed seven Morris batters In
the second game, allowing Just
four hits In five Innings.
Hitting headers included
Tucker with a two run homer.
Bowman with three hits and
Porter with four In the first
game. Taylor drove In six runs in
the nightcap with a double and
a homer and Tyson went 3-3.
LONGWOOD 11. 2: FRANCIS
MARION 10. 3
Bill Reeves drove In Taylor
with the winning run In the top
of the 11th Inning as Longwood
won its season opener. Homeslanding Francis Marlon rallied
for two unearned runs in the
bottom of the seventh in the
nightcap to take a 3-2 win.
In the first game Tucker and
Abell had three run homers as
an estimated 12 major league
scouts looked on. Freshmen
Toms and Tyson got three hits
each In their college debut. Kyle
Weaver, who relieved Starter
Wyatt Flippen. picked up the
victory.
Tyson and Abell had two hits
each In the second game, but
Chris Mullins took the loss when
the Patriots rallied In the bottom
of the seventh.
Longwood holds an 8-6 edge
In the all time series bet
the two teams.

Gymnasts
Improve,
But Fall To
Ursinus

move her Into second on the all
time career goals scored list at
LC. Sue Groff (86) tops the list
with 188. while Julie Dayton
('81) Is next with 93. Dayton was
recently named head field
hockey coach at the University
of Virginia. Both Groff and
Dayton have been members of
the U. S. National team and
Dayton has played on the World
Cup squad as well.
Clnl has also played four
years of field hockey at Ix>ng
wood, starting all four years.
She was selected Co Rookie of
the Year In that sports In 1988.
In addition. Clnl was named
LongWOCd'a 1988 89 Freshman
Female Athlete of the Year.
The Lady Lancers begin
lacrosse action with a contest
agalnat Mary Washington on
March 4.

Qeggett

Longwood's gymnasts outperformed visiting Ursinus In
every event Saturday afternoon,
but the I.ady I-ancers came up
on the short end of the overall
team score as the visitors took a
150.50 to 131.90 victory In
Lancer Hall.
All four of longwood's gymnasts had all-around scores of
30.65 or better, but Ursinus
used Its superior depth to take
the win. The visitors were able to
count five Individual scores In
each event to the Lady Lancers'
four.
Junior Danielle Williams had
a 35.10 all around score to top
the meet. She won vaulting with
an 8.7. bars with a 9.0, and
beam with an 8.6. Sophomore
Laura Hill, who had a 33.75 allaround score, won floor with an
8.85. Just beating Williams' 8.8.
Longwood senior Cheryl Cole
had a 32.30 all-around, while
freshman Mlchele Mutasclo
scored a 30.65.
"The girls looked really good
overall," said Longwood coach
Mary Lewis. "We had our best
bars set of the season. Despite
being hit by Injury and Illness.
I've seen Individual Improvement
In every meet. Mlchele Mutasclo
Is really coming along.
Longwood hosts Radford Frl
dav night at 7:00 In Its final
home appearance of the season.
Hie Lady Lancers will finish the
year on the road, competing at
William & Mary Sunday, at N.C.
State March 13 and at James
Madison for the Virginia State
Championships March 15.

I BUY 1-GET1 For 99l
I Buy any sub or salad and a medium
I drink. Get a second sub or salad
I (of equal or lesser price) for only
I 99C. Offer good at Putney Square
I Subway only.
.SUBWAV*
I

Coach Nelson and his three
Hera are scheduled to leave | Expires March 31,1992
Richmond Wednesday morning | Lim« one coupon per customer per visit Not
and return next Sunday night -valid with other coupons or discounts

from Colon

LARA CINI

19.99 SPECIAL VALUE
TAKE YOUR PICK OF CATALINA JRS® 1-PC. & 2-PC. SWIMSUITS AT TERRIFIC PRICES
Enjoy the sun and surf this season in a flattering new swimsuit. A. 1pc solid tank suit with high-cut legs, of sleek nylon/Lycra® spandex
is available in your choice of bright colors, for juniors's sizes 5-13. B.
2-pc. triangle suit of nylon/Lycra9 spandex, available in a variety of
bright colors, juniors's sizes 5-13.

r

COUPON

i
i
i
i ALL LONGWOOD STUDENTS
ij On summer knit tops, shorts and regular priced j
I swimwear excluding special value items. Student j
I ID & this Leggett coupon required.

I

10% DISCOUNT

OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 30th
LEGGETT OF LONGWOOD VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER, FARMVILLE, VA
PHONE 392-8843 OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY 10 A M. - 9 PM CLOSED SUNDAY
Use your Leggett Charge, VISA. MasterCard or American Express

SWl'WS

$1.00 OFF/501 OFF
Any footlong sub $1.00 OFF
or
Any 6" sub
50c OFF
Offer good at Putney Square
Subway only.

Putney Square i
Shopping Center ■
308 S. Main St.
.SUBWAV*
Maf 311
Farmville, Va. ■&>(*•» * **
■Limit one coupon per customer per visit Not valid
392-8868
—with other coupons or dscounts

I

